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quite likely the most anticipated new release of the year, baz & me serves up an intriguing blend of horror and comedy, which makes for a must-have in any gamer's collection. focusing on a young couple, alison and guy, who are not seen in more than a few minutes each over the course of the game, the game serves up a delicious concoction of interactive scares and
humor where you can actually decide whether something happens or not. in the game, your character is a television writer named david radford, who is recording the paranormal experiences of his and alison's neighbor, laura, while also trying to juggle a night job and career as a struggling writer.notable achievements and interesting facts: baz & me takes the baz-man

concept and turns it up to 11. the game is an interactive version of baz-man where gamers, instead of passively watching a television show, get to control the sequence of events by carefully choosing which options to click next. in addition, the story of the game is told in video sequences between games. the baz-man logo and angry poster also appear in the game, while
the baz-man character appears in a few static screenshots and still images, and the baz-man radio show also plays a cameo role in the game. the opening title sequence shows alison and guy driving through what appears to be a cemetery, which has been replaced by a cemetery filled with cardboard tombstones that say "guest author". the game also features an

exclusive vr mode, which allows you to use the game's motion controllers to walk around and interact with many objects such as the television, the record player, and the shelves, which is then projected onto a piece of film displayed in the game.
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